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Abstract This paper investigates the challenging issue of assigning given image-level
annotations to precise regions on images. We propose a novel label to region assignment
(LRA) technique called Fuzzy-based Contextual-cueing Label Propagation (FCLP) with
four parts: First, an image is over-segmented into a set of atomic patches and the local visual
information of color features and texture features are extracted. Second, fuzzy representation
and fuzzy logic are used to model spatial invariants of contextual cueing information,
especially for the imprecise position information and ambiguous spatial topological relation-
ships. Third, labels are propagated inter images and intra images in visual space and in
contextual cueing space. Finally, the fuzzy C-means clustering based on K-nearest neighbor
(KNN-FCM) is utilized to segment the images into semantic regions and associate with
corresponding annotations. Experiments on two public datasets demonstrate the effective-
ness of the proposed technique.

Keywords Label to region assignment . Contextual cueing . Fuzzy Theory

1 Introduction

Label to region assignment (LRA) is defined as the assignment of the given image-level
annotations to the precise regions within the image automatically. For example, Fig. 1(a) is
an image with three image-level annotations of water, cow, and grass. The aim of LRA is to
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segment the image to several regions and associate the annotations with the corresponding
semantic regions as shown in Fig. 1(b). LRA techniques could replace the tedious manual
method of making region-level annotations, so it would be helpful in achieving reliable and
visible content-based image retrieval [13].

Early work on region level annotation is known as simultaneous object recognition and
image segmentation. In unsupervised learning, Cao et.al handled images with single major
object with clean background [4]. In supervised learning, J. Li et al. proposed a uniform
framework of LRA focused on special object recognition for images in sports domain [12].
They used WordNet to refine the image-level annotations generated from noisy tags and
Flickr images as the training data to improve the recognition accuracy of regions. The
system showed impressive and stable performance to segment and assign regions for the
images of badminton, bocce, croquet, polo, rock climbing, rowing, sailing, snowboarding,
and etc.

The latest work for real-world applications is proposed by X. Li et al, they explored bi-layer
sparse coding and label propagation techniques for LRA to natural images, which is the
challenging issue in multimedia content analysis [13]. The basic idea is that the regions with
the common annotation are more likely to have similar local features, even if these regions are
in different images. Their methods showed distinguished performance improvement for images
with multiple objects or in a complex background.

However, visual similarity doesn’t work for all the cases in image understanding. Figure 2
(a) shows an ordinary image of nature view. Similar with [13], we use Scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) descriptors as the local features of the uniform sampled data points in
Fig. 2(b). The values of the local features from different data points are very similar. Figure 2
(c)-(f) compares SIFT descriptors from four random selected data points, two from sky and
two from sea. Obviously, the difference between (d) and (e) is even smaller than the
difference between (d) and (c). Actually, this problem is not caused by SIFT descriptor.
Only considering visual features, such as color and texture, the sky and the sea are similar.
One interesting observation is that human can distinguish the sea and the sky easily. Human
have seen similar views or pictures in real life, so that they have formed the prior knowledge
that the sky is generally above the sea. Such kind of prior knowledge was formally defined
by psychologists as contextual cueing, the manner in which human brains gather information
by incidentally learned associations between spatial configurations and target locations [6].

In this paper, we try to provide more semantic understandings of the images with the aid
of contextual cueing. Different with contextual information, for example, synchronized or
unsynchronized logs and text associated with multimedia data, which has been widely used
to understand web videos [11], contextual cueing is seldom studied by multimedia society.

(a) (b) 

Annotation 

water 

cow 

grass 

Fig. 1 Example of label to region assignment. a An image with given image-level annotations b The label to
region assignment result
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One possible reason is that the classical bivalent sets theory causes serious semantics loss in
describing contextual cueing, such as imprecise position information and ambiguities in
spatial topologic. To address this difficulty, we utilize fuzzy representation and fuzzy logic,
corresponding to the “degree of truth”, to model the relationships of the semantic regions
within an image. We describe the contextual cueing with fuzzy theory in Section 2, and
based on this idea, we propose a novel LRA technique called Fuzzy-based Contextual-
cueing Label Propagation (FCLP) in Section 3. Section 4 provides performance comparison
and demonstration on two public datasets. The paper is closed with conclusion.

2 Contextual cueing with fuzzy theory

The semantics of each object depend on the context it is regarded within. In 1998, Chun and
Jiang originally proposed the concept of contextual cueing in psychology [6]. It refers to the
manner in which the human brain gathers information from visual elements and their
surroundings. Generally, the information is acquired incidentally from past experiences of
regularities of the visual world, and gradually formed the knowledge about spatial invariants.
The convictive support to the rationality of contextual cueing comes from the behavior

(a)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

(b)
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Fig. 2 Example of the difficulty to distinguish sky and sea based on visual feature. a The original image. b
The original image with 200 data points. c–f 128 local features of four random points selected from sky and
sea are shown
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experiments in psychology and the research in neuroscience [7, 2, 15, 10]. From behavior
experiments, it is found that subjects have the ability to extract semantic information from
presentations as brief as 80 ms before saccading all portions of the picture, and even before
the recognition of individual objects [7]. How is the semantic information extracted so
rapidly? The contextual cueing makes a significant contribution to facilitate object recogni-
tion by reducing the number of possibilities that need to be considered. Furthermore, from
the research in neuroscience, some areas of human visual system have the function of
contextual cueing. For example, Orbital PFC is involved in producing guesses and expect-
ations, and it has direct projections to area IT and to the amygdale [1]. Based on these
reasons above, contextual cueing is helpful to address the semantic gap in the tasks of LRA.
Five types of spatial invariants are thought to be important in contextual cueing [3]:

& Probability: the likelihood that certain objects will be present in a scene
& Co-occurrence: the likelihood that certain objects will be present together
& Size: the familiar relative size of objects
& Position: the typical positions of some objects in some scenes
& Spatial topological relationship: left of, right of, above, below, surround, inside, and etc.

The spatial invariants can guide the visual attention, speed the visual elements search, and
help the object recognition [5]. In cases where recognition cannot be accomplished quickly
based only on the physical attributes of the target, contextual information can provide more
relevant input for the recognition of that object than can its intrinsic properties [1]. Figure 3
is an example to illustrate how contextual cueing works to resolve ambiguity for the
recognition. We cannot distinguish which the object is in Fig. 3(a), a cup or a hat, because
they have very similar appearances. But in Fig. 3(b), it is easy to recognize the target object
as a hat when a related object (head) appears below it. And in Fig. 3(c), the surrounding
dishware disambiguates the identity of the object effectively.

Based on these psychology theories and evidences, this paper intends to integrate the
contextual cueing in LRA to provide human-like understanding of the image. Two issues
should be addressed. One important issue is that how to model the acquired knowledge of
contextual cueing, i.e., spatial invariants.

For the modeling of spatial invariants, the probability and co-occurrence informa-
tion are available with regard to the problem of LRA, because the image-level
annotations are known in advance. In [13], object size has been considered. Some
studied known as simultaneous object recognition and image segmentation, have

Fig. 3 Example of contextual cueing in object recognition. a An ambiguous object: hat or cup? b A hat on the
head c A cup surrounding dishware
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demonstrated obvious performance improvement even only one or two kinds of spatial
invariants are used simply [17, 9].

However, little work has been conducted to explore spatial invariants for LRA problem of
natural images, mainly due to the difficulty of modeling imprecise position information and
ambiguous spatial topological relationships for the images with multiple objects and com-
plex backgrounds. For example, in Fig. 4(a), to the reference object R, object A and B are
located in similar position. But all parts of object A is above R, while some parts of object B
is below R. How to describe this kind of difference? Furthermore, even minor difference of
position information and spatial topological relationships will influence the object recogni-
tion. In Fig. 4(b), the object is located above the human’s head in both of two images, but
one is hat, another is lamp. How to represent this imprecise position information and
ambiguous spatial topological relationships? In classical bivalent set theory, one object
cannot be above and below another object simultaneously. Therefore, classical bivalent set
theory will not be selected due to its serious semantic loss. We must find a method to address
the difficulty in modeling position information and spatial topological relationships for
multiple objects.

Fuzzy theory is thought as one powerful tool to model imprecise position information and
ambiguous spatial topological relationships. Different from the probability-based theory that
measures the likelihood an even occurs, fuzzy theory measures the degree that an event
occurs. For example, if we only use the center of gravity to represent an object in Fig. 4(a),

R

A

B

The center of gravity

The center of gravity

The center of gravity

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 a Example of ambiguous topological relationship b Example of topological relationship for object
recognition
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the degree of position top, middle and bottom is about 0.76, 0.24 and 0. The position of
object A could be denoted as RA

Position ¼ f0:76top ;
0:24
middle ;

0
bottomg. The details of representation and

calculation of spatial invariants will be discussed in Section 3.2.
In our paper, aiming to model spatial invariants of contextual cueing information, we

utilize fuzzy theory to measure the degree of the truth. Specifically, we use fuzzy member-
ship to quantize the degree of truth for these spatial invariants. Moreover, fuzzy logic and
fuzzy reasoning is utilized to make decision based on imprecise information of spatial
invariants.

3 Fuzzy based contextual cueing label propagation

This paper proposes a novel Fuzzy-based Contextual-cueing Label Propagation (FCLP)
technique for label to region assignment to images. As shown in Fig. 5, an image is first
over-segmented into atomic patches. Then visual features and spatial invariants are extracted
from each atomic patch. Two kinds of visual features, color and texture, are coded based on
two Bag-of-Words (BOW) codebooks. Size, fuzzy position and fuzzy spatial topological
relationship are utilized to describe the spatial invariants. Labels are propagated inter images
using Bi-Layer sparse coding mainly based on visual features. According to the similarity
calculation of spatial invariants between the segmented patches and the acquired concepts,
labels are propagated intra images to model the relationships of the semantic regions within
an image. Finally, the post processing utilized fuzzy C-means clustering based on K-nearest
neighbor (KNN-FCM) to assign the given image-level annotations to the corresponding
regions.

In this section, firstly, the algorithm overview is given in 3.1. Then, the details of our
FCLP technique will be discussed from 3.2 to 3.5. And finally, in 3.6, we will provide an
illustration of our technique.

Input Images with image
level annotations

KNN-FCM
Clustering

Output Region
Level Annotations

Over Segmentation

Spatial Invariants
Calculation

Label Propagation
Intra Images

Label Propagation
Inter Images

Visual Features Extraction

Color Features
(Lab Space)

Texture Features
(SIFT Descriptor)

Co-occurrence
(Available)

Probability
(Available)Size

(Patch Size)

Position
(Fuzzy Membership)

Topological Relationship
(Fuzzy Membership)

Fig. 5 Sketch of Fuzzy-based Contextual-cueing Label Propagation technique
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3.1 Algorithm overview

The details of algorithm are described as follows:

Step 1: All images in the dataset are over-segmented into atomic patches to ensure the
segmented patch involve within an object/concept;
Step 2: Visual features and spatial invariants are extracted from each atomic patch
according to Section 3.2;
Step 3: Labels are propagated inter images using Bi-Layer sparse coding mainly based
on visual features according to Section 3.3;
Step 4: Calculate spatial invariants of concepts including the fuzzy position and the
fuzzy spatial topological relationship according to Section 3.4;
Step 5: Calculate similarity of spatial invariants between the segmented patches and the
acquired concepts;
Step 6: Labels are propagated intra images to model the relationships of the semantic
regions within an image according to Algorithm 1;
Step 7: KNN-FCM algorithm is utilized to generate cluster, those patches with in
a same cluster are merged to form a semantic region. And the final region-level
label is set as the one with the largest value in the label vector according to
Section 3.5.

3.2 Image representation

In our technique, two different kinds of features are utilized to present the image,
visual features and spatial invariants. As pre-processing to FCLP, we advocate seg-
menting images into multiple segmentations. Like [4, 12, 13], to ensure the segmented
patch involve within an object/concept, we start with a modified version of a graph-
based over-segmentation algorithm [8]. This method incrementally merges smaller-size
patches with similar appearances and with small minimum spanning tree weights.
Different with the original over-segmentation algorithm, we initialize each pixel as
one atomic patch. Then we use the color features to describe the appearance of an
initial image patch and apply the over-segmentation algorithm [8] for merging the
smaller patches into the larger ones.

3.2.1 Visual features

After the over-segmentation step, the feature representation is obtained for those
atomic patches. Each atomic patch is described by using Bag-of-Words (BOW)
features generated by color (in Lab space) and texture features (SIFT descriptor).
Within each region, a number of interest points are detected by using the scale
invariant saliency (SIFT) detector. In some small patches, SIFT detector cannot detect
any interest points. In this case, Ns points are randomly picked from each patch as the
chosen points. A codebooks includes two parts are obtained for the chosen points and
the region appearance by unsupervised k-means clustering. One is obtained based on
the SIFT descriptor of chosen points. Another is obtained based on the Lab color of
chosen points and the average Lab value of whole region. The visual feature of an
atomic patch xij in image xi, i01,…N could be denoted as an m-dimensional descrip-
tor feature , j01,2,…,ni , where N is the number of image dataset, and ni is the
number of patches in image xi.
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3.2.2 Spatial invariants

For the modeling of spatial invariants, the probability and co-occurrence information are
available with regard to the problem of LRA, because the image-level annotations are known
in advance. In [13], object size has been considered. So in our technique, wemainly discuss two
kinds of spatial invariants in semantic space, fuzzy position and spatial topological relationship.

To represent these features in each atomic patch, the location of the patch need to be
firstly studied. Previous work differed in studying the location of one representative point or
complete points set in every patch. Based on the balance of the representational ability and
the computational complexity, we choose the center of gravity and the contour points as the
typical points to represent each patch.

Fuzzy position Fuzzy position in contextual cueing is used to represent the typical positions of
some objects in images. According to the conclusion in [16], vertical location is very important
for image understanding and one object category is likely to be within a horizontal section of the
image. Therefore, we choose to use the vertical location “top,” “middle,” and “bottom,” to
characterize the position. The fuzzy membership of position is defined in Fig. 6(a) using a
commonly used triangular function, where Ih is the height of the image. The fuzzy membership
of position is calculated on the typical points. The average fuzzy value of these points is defined

as the fuzzy position of patch j denoted as RP
PositionðjÞ ¼ fμP

topðjÞ
top ;

μP
middleðjÞ
middle ;

μP
bottomðjÞ
bottom g. To distinguish

with the fuzzy membership for concept defined later, Letter “P” is used as a superscript to
indicate it is the fuzzy membership for patch.

Fuzzy spatial topological relationship Existing work studies defines primitive spatial topo-
logical relations involving direction and distance information by using such terms as “right of,”,
“left of,”, “below,”, “far below,”, “above,”, “far above,” “surround,” and “inside.”. The spatial
topological relations are influenced by the direction and distance between two patches.

For image xi, we first calculate the angle θ made by the line passing through the typical
points’ pairs pi(j1,j2) belonging to patch xij1 and xij2 (j1 ¼ 1; :::ni; j2 ¼ 1; :::ni; j1 6¼ j2). Then
the dominant angle θd between two patches is determined according to the angle histograms of
contour points in two patches. Based on the dominant angle θd, the membership functions of
four spatial topological relationships between xij1 and xij2 are defined in Fig. 6(b) according to
[14]. The membership function of the fuzzy set “surround” is given by Eq. 1 and Fig. 6(c),
where θr is the range of the angle θ. Taking the distance of the center of gravity gj1 and gj2 in
patch xij1 and xij2 into consideration, the membership function of “far above” is given by Eq. 2.

μsurroundðθrÞ ¼ cos2ðθr=2Þ if p � θr � 2p
0 otherwise

�
ð1Þ

μ far aboveð j1; j2Þ ¼ 1 ^ ð1:5� gj1 � gj2
�� ��

2
=IhÞ if μaboveð j1; j2Þ > 0

0 otherwise

�
ð2Þ

The fuzzy membership of three pairs of opposite relation is denoted as Eq. 3.

μleftð j1; j2Þ ¼ μrightð j2; j1Þ
μaboveð j1; j2Þ ¼ μbelowð j2; j1Þ
μsurroundð j1; j2Þ ¼ μinsideð j2; j1Þ

8<: ð3Þ
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The fuzzy spatial topological relation between patch j1 and j2 in image xi is defined as
RPP
Spatialð j1; j2Þ∊F(P×P) of P � P¼ fðxij1 ;xij2Þjxij1 2 P ^ xij2 2 Pg, RPP

Spatialð j1; j2Þ could be

denoted as follow:

RPP
Spatialð j1; j2Þ

¼ fμ
PP
rightð j1; j2Þ
right ;

μPP
leftð j1; j2Þ

left ;
μPP
belowð j1; j2Þ
below ;

μPP
far belowð j1; j2Þ
far below ;

μPP
aboveð j1; j2Þ
above ;

μPP
faraboveð j1; j2Þ
far above ;

μPP
surroundð j1; j2Þ
surround ;

μPP
insideð j1; j2Þ
inside g

ð4Þ

3.3 Label propagation inter images

As pre-processing to label propagation inter images, Bi-Layer sparse coding from [13]
is utilized to construct a linear combination between the patches with the same
annotation in visual feature space. After the Bi-Layer sparse coding, the linear combination
coefficient bai1; j1;i2; j2 is obtained, which is denoted as the linear combination relationship of the
patch j1 from image xi1 to the patch j2 from image xi2 in feature space.

Fig. 6 a Fuzzy membership for position “top,” “middle,” “bottom.” b Fuzzy membership for the spatial
relationships in four directions. c Fuzzy membership for “surround”
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Label propagation inter images is based on the linear combination coefficients
obtained from Bi-Layer sparse coding. The label is propagated from the candidate
region to the selected patches of the remaining images and vice versa. Supposed that
indicates the annotation vector, nk is the total number of image annotations. The
binary element zi(k) takes 1 if the ith image contains the kth annotation and 0
otherwise. Firstly, the patch-level annotation vector {zi,j}, is initialized with annotation
vector of image xi. Then for every candidate patch j1 from image xi1 , if bai1; j1;i2; j2 > 0,
zi2; j2 and zi1;j1 are updated by Eq. 5, where i1; i2 ¼ 1; :::N; j1; j2 ¼ 1; :::ni. And bi2;j2 is
the weight coefficient calculated according to the size of the j1th atomic patch and
normalized by the image size of the i1th image.

zi2; j2 ¼ zi2; j2 þ bai1; j1;i2; j2

zi1; j1 ¼ zi1; j1 þ
PN
i2¼1

Pni
j2¼1

ðbai1; j1;i2; j2 � bbi2; j2Þ
8<: ð5Þ

After label propagation inter images, the patch-level annotation vector {zi, j} is updated.

Based on {zi, j}, we define w0
i;j;k ¼ zi; j;k= _nk

k 0¼1
ðzi; j;k 0 Þ, which is the initial membership value

of the patch xij to label k.

3.4 Label propagation intra images

By utilizing fuzzy logic reasoning, labels are propagated intra images in semantic space
based on the similarity compare of contextual cueing features between the patch and concept
defined from common knowledge.

In order to obtain the images from a common knowledge base for learning the contextual
cueing spatial invariants, we firstly query Google Image using the annotations and the pairs
of annotations available in the MSRC and COREL databases. Then we calculate the fuzzy
position of different objects and the fuzzy spatial topological relationship between different
objects. The fuzzy membership for the common knowledge is calculated in the same way as

the fuzzy membership for patches defined in 3.12. Fuzzy position of concept RC
Position �

ðkÞ ¼ fμC
topðkÞ
top ;

μC
middleðkÞ
middle ;

μC
bottomðkÞ
bottom g is constructed to represent the common position of concept k.

Fuzzy spatial topological relationship of concept RCC
Spatialðk1; k2Þ 2 FðC � CÞ is constructed

to represent the common spatial relationship between concept k1 and k2. RCC
Spatialðk1; k2Þ is

given as follow:

RCC
Spatialðk1; k2Þ

¼ fμ
CC
rightðk1;k2Þ
right ;

μCC
left ðk1;k2Þ
left ;

μCC
belowðk1;k2Þ
below ;

μCC
far belowðk1;k2Þ
far below ;

μCC
aboveðk1;k2Þ
above ;

μCC
far aboveðk1;k2Þ
far above ;

μCC
surroundðk1;k2Þ
surround ;

μCC
insideðk1;k2Þ
inside g

ð6Þ

Here, concept is proposed to distinguish the annotations in our fuzzy based contextual
cueing model. The statistical results of the fuzzy membership is shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b).
Higher the variable is, whiter the color is shown.

With the aid of knowledge about the common position and spatial topological
relationships of every concept, we use fuzzy logic reasoning to compare the similarity
of those two contextual cueing relationships between RP

Position, R
PP
Spatial, R

C
Position, R

CC
Spatial.
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The similarity measure of the position to label k1 in the patch xij1 is calculated by

Eq. 7.

SPCPositionð j1; k1Þ
¼ ½RP

Positionðj1Þ � RC
Positionðk1Þ�= _ ½RP

Positionð j1Þ _ RP
Positionðk1Þ�

¼ _½RP
Positionðj1Þ ^ RC

Positionðk1Þ�= _ ½RP
Positionð j1Þ _ RP

Positionðk1Þ�
ð7Þ

building

aeroplane

water

car

flower

cat

sheep

dog

sign

book

road

boat

bear

bird

building grass tree cow sheep sky mountain aeroplane water car flower cat sheep dog sign book road boat bear bird

below
0.05

far below
0

above
0.62

far above
0.30

left inside
0

right
0.20

Fuzzy spatial topological relationship of sky to road [0.20 0.18 0.05 0 0.62 0.30 0 0]

road
0

surround
0.18sky

0.14

0.11
0.10
0.19
0.25
0.13
0.10
0.14
0.57
0.30
0.11

0.06
0.40
0.03
0.11
0.11
0.02
0.06

0.25

Bird

0.18

0.46 0.40

Car 0.04 0.85
Flower

Cat
Sheep
Dog
Sign
Book
Road
Boat
Bear

0.07 0.83
0.03 0.78
0.02 0.73
0.07 0.80
0.16 0.73

0.69
0.02 0.41
0.13 0.57
0.24 0.66

Middle
Building

Grass
Tree
Cow

Sheep
Sky

Mountain
Aeroplane

Water

0.29 0.65
0.02 0.58
0.34 0.63
0.04 0.85
0.02 0.87
0.82 0.16
0.33 0.62

0.10 0.65

Top Bottom

0.33 0.55 0.12

a

b

mountain

sky

sheep

cow

tree

grass

Fig. 7 a Fuzzymembership of different objects types onGoogle database for position “top,” “middle,” “bottom.”
b Fuzzy membership for eight different spatial relationships of different objects types on Google database. Fuzzy
memberships are transformed into 0 to 255 and higher the fuzzy membership is, whiter the color is shown
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The similarity measure of the spatial topological relationships of the patch xij1 to label k1
with patch xij2 to the label k2 is calculated by Eq. 8.

SPCSpatialð j1; j2; k1; k2Þ
¼ RPP

Spatialð j1; j2Þ � RPP
Spatialðk1; k2Þ= _ ½RPP

Spatialð j1; j2Þ _ RCC
Spatialðk1; k2Þ�

¼ _½RPP
Spatialð j1; j2Þ ^ RPP

Spatialð j1; j2Þ�= _ ½RPP
Spatialð j1; j2Þ _ RCC

Spatialðk1; k2Þ�
ð8Þ

Based on the similarity measure of position SPCPositionð j1; k1Þ and spatial topological
relationships SPCSpatialðj1; k1Þ, the fuzzy membership wi1;j1 ;k1

of patch xij1 to label k1 is updated

as follow:

wn
i1; j1;k1

¼ l� wn�1
i1; j1;k1

� SPCPositionð j1; k1Þþ
ð1� lÞ � wn�1

i1; j1;k1
� 1

ni1�1 �
Pni1

j2¼1; j2 6¼j1

f ^nk
k2¼1;k2 6¼k1

½wn�1
i1; j2;k2

� SPCSpatialðj1; j2; k1; k2Þ�g
ð9Þ

Algorithm 1 summarizes the label propagation inter images procedure.

Algorithm 1: Label Propagation Intra Image 

Input:  Initial membership value 
1 1 1

0
, ,i j kw ;  

Fuzzy membership variable PRPosition , PPRSpatial , CRPosition , CCRSpatial ;  

The tolerance factor min ; Weight parameter . 

Output: Fuzzy label membership vector 
1 1 1, ,
out
i j kw

1:  while  The difference of the fuzzy membership with current iteration and last 

adjacent iteration 
1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1

1
, , , ,

1 1

|| ||
i cn N

n n
i j k i j k F

j k

w w is larger than the threshold 

minnc iN

    for 1j =1,…, n i ; for 1k  = 1,…, cN ; for 2j  = 1,…, n i ; for 2k =1,…, cN do 

2:  Calculate the similarity of fuzzy position by Eq. (7) 
3:  Calculate the similarity of spatial topological relationship by Eq. (8) 
    end for 2k ; end for 2j

4:  Update the fuzzy label membership of every patch 
1 1 1, ,
n
i j kw by Eq. (9) 

  end for 1k

5:  Normalize the fuzzy label membership 
1 1 1, ,
n
i j kw , 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

, , , , , ,
1

/
kn

n n n
i j k i j k i j k

k

w w w

  end for 1j ; end while 

6:  Assign the membership of current iteration to the output 
1 1 1 1 1 1, , , ,
out n
i j k i j kw w

3.5 Post processing based on KNN-FCM clustering

In the post processing part, we use KNN-FCM [18] clustering to segment the images into
semantic regions and associate with corresponding annotations. Firstly, the initial cluster
centers are computed by KNN. Then FCM clustering algorithms are utilized to generate
cluster Fk 0, k 0 ¼ 1; :::Ki with the center cik 0, where Ki is the number of annotations in image
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xi. In the end, those patches with in a same cluster are merged to form a semantic region. The
final region-level label is set as the one with the largest value in the label vector as follow:

lij1k1 ¼
1 if max

1�k 0�mi

ðcik 0 Þ ¼ cik1 ; xij 2 Fk 0

0 otherwise

(
ð10Þ

3.6 Illustration of fuzzy based contextual cueing label propagation

In this part, we provide the illustration of proposed technique FCLP in Fig. 8. Figure 8(a) is
the original image with given image-level annotations. In our technique, the original image
is firstly segmented into atomic patches provided in Fig. 8(b). After the label propagation
inter images, we could obtain the patch-level annotation vector {zi,j}, which is the result of
bi-layer sparse coding [13] shown in Fig. 8(c). It is obvious that the water part, bench part,
and two boats are assigned with wrong annotations because they only utilize the visual
features. In our technique, the w0

i;j;k is obtained from patch-level annotation vector {zi,j},

which is the initial membership value of the patch xij to label k. And we update the
membership of every annotation based on the fuzzy position and fuzzy spatial topological
relationship of in contextual cueing.

Here, we only discuss the update of water part. z11 is defined as the vector after label
propagation inter images, z11 ¼ f0:48sky ;

0:32
water ;

0:15
bench ;

0:05
boatg. Here, the membership of annotation

“sky” is higher than “water”, so the water part is assigned with wrong annotation. In our
algorithm, we utilize the similarity measure of position SPCPositionð1; kÞ; and the similarity
measure of spatial topological relationships SPCSpatialð1; kÞ to update the membership, where k

is sky, water, beach or boat. Firstly, RP
Positionð1Þ could be calculated by the typical points to

represented each patch, just like RP
Positionð1Þ ¼ f0:06top ;

0:4
middle ;

0:54
bottomg. Based on the statistical

results, the fuzzy position RC
PositionðskyÞ, RC

PositionðwaterÞ is calculated by Eq. 11.

RC
PositionðskyÞ ¼ f0:69

top
;
0:31

middle
;

0

bottom
g;RC

PositionðwaterÞ ¼ f0:1
top

;
0:46

middle
;
0:44

bottom
g ð11Þ

Therefore, SPCPositionð1; skyÞ and SPCPositionð1;waterÞ could be calculated as follows:

SPCPositionð1; skyÞ ¼ ½RP
Positionð1Þ � RC

PositionðskyÞ�= _ ½RP
Positionð1Þ _ RP

PositionðskyÞ�
¼ _f0:06 ^ 0:69; 0:4 ^ 0:31; 0:54 ^ 0g=f0:06 _ 0:69; 0:4 _ 0:31; 0:54 _ 0g
¼ 0:31=0:69 ¼ 0:45

ð12Þ

SPCPositionð1;waterÞ ¼ ½RP
Positionð1Þ � RC

PositionðwaterÞ�= _ ½RP
Positionð1Þ _ RP

PositionðwaterÞ�
¼ _f0:06 ^ 0:1; 0:4 ^ 0:46; 0:54 ^ 0:44g=f0:06 _ 0:1; 0:4 _ 0:46; 0:54 _ 0:44g
¼ 0:4=0:54 ¼ 0:74

ð13Þ

In a similar way, the similarity measure of spatial topological relationships SPCSpatialð1; kÞ
could be calculated. Based on the similarity measure, the fuzzy label membership of water part
is updated. And after one iteration, new patch-level annotation vector of water part is obtained,
z11 ¼ f0:367sky ; 0:443water ;

0:169
bench ;

0:02
boatg. Now, we could assign correct annotation to water part.

Similarly, the membership of two boats and the beach are updated within several
iterations. The update results of every part show from Fig. 8(e) and (g). And finally,
Fig. 8(h) demonstrates the result of our proposed technique.
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4 Experimental results

The evaluation of the tag-to-region assignment is based on the region-level ground truth of
each image. To demonstrate the performance of our proposed technique and allow for direct
comparison, here we report the performance comparisons on two public datasets, COREL

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Annotation 

Sky 

Water 

Beach 

Boat

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 

Fig. 8 Detailed LRA accuracies for COREL dataset. The horizontal axis shows the name of each label/
annotation and the vertical axis represents the accuracy of LRA
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Stock Photo CDS and MSRC. Both of these datasets have been utilized to evaluate the tag-
to-region performance in [13]. The quantitative label-to-region assignment accuracy measures
as the percentage of pixels with agreement between the assigned label and ground truth. Two
kinds of techniques are compared with the proposed FCLP. One is a series of Binary Support
Vector Machine (BSVM) based algorithms with different values for the parameter of maximal
patch size, namely, SVM1: 150 pixels, SVM2: 200 pixels, SVM3: 400 pixels, and SVM4: 600
pixels. The BSVM is implemented based on the lib-SVM library and the Gaussian Radial Basis
Function kernel is used by setting the kernel parameter as 1. The other is two latest LRA
techniques of label propagation with one-layer sparse coding and bi-layer sparse coding [13].
For the proposed techniques, the parameter λ, Tmax and ɛmin, actually shows stable performance
under different values. In our experiments, we set λ00.7, ɛmin00.1, Nmax050, Ns05, and the
dimension of the BOW feature vector m0628, including 500 dimensions and 128 dimensions
for SIFT and LAB color descriptors respectively.

4.1 COREL dataset

COREL dataset is the most broadly adopted dataset in the community of image retrieval.
Following the collection strategy in [13] [17], we randomly select 150 images from COREL-
1000 and manually annotate the ground-truth, which contains the 8 categories: grass, cow,
mountain, sky, bear, water, tree, and building. Table 1 shows the accuracy comparison of a

Table 1 Label-to-region
assignment accuracy comparison Method Accuracy

SVM1 0.29

SVM2 0.32

SVM3 0.34

SVM4 0.33

One Layer 0.51

Bi Layer 0.62

FCLP 0.70

Fig. 9 Detailed LRA accuracies for COREL dataset. The horizontal axis shows the name of each label/
annotation and the vertical axis represents the accuracy of LRA
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series of SVM-based algorithms, one-layer and bi-layer LRA, and our proposed technique
FCLP. The detailed comparisons of individual objects are illustrated in Fig. 9. Obviously,
FCLP achieves best performance under all the cases.

Figure 10 demos some LRA results on COREL dataset, covering all eight categories of
regions. Compared with previous work, our proposed technique shows much higher accu-
racy on the objects with relatively explicit position information or spatial topological

Fig. 10 Examples of label-to-region assignment results. Each color in the labeled images denotes one class of
localized region

Table 2 Label-to-region assign-
ment accuracy comparison Method Accuracy

SVM1 0.24

SVM2 0.22

SVM3 0.27

SVM4 0.25

One Layer 0.54

Bi Layer 0.65

FCLP 0.72
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Fig. 11 Detailed LRA accuracies for MSRC dataset. The horizontal axis shows the name of each label/
annotation and the vertical axis represents the accuracy of LRA

Fig. 12 Examples of label-to-region assignment results. Each color in the labeled images denotes one class of
localized region
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relationship with other objects, even their appearance is similar, such as sky, airplane, road,
car, and boat. Moreover, all existing techniques suffer from the performance decreasing if
more objects appear in the image. But FCLP may benefit from it because more objects may
provide more contextual cueing information to help the understanding of the whole image.

4.2 MSRC dataset

MSRC dataset contains 591 images from 23 categories with ground-truth of image-level
annotations and region-level annotations. There are about 3 labels on average for each
image. Similar with previous work on this dataset [13], we remove the images with only
single annotation or infrequent annotation. This gives rise to 380 images with totally 18
categories: building, grass, tree, cow, boat, sheep, sky, mountain, aeroplane, water, bird,
book, road, car, flower, cat, sign, and dog. Table 2 shows the accuracy comparison of a series
of SVM-based algorithms, one-layer and bi-layer LRA, and our proposed technique FCLP.
FCLP performs much better than all other algorithms. The detailed comparison results are
illustrated in Fig. 11. From Fig. 11, to objects with relatively explicit spatial position
information and topological relationship, for example: bird, aeroplane and sky, it is obvious
that the accuracy of FCLP is much better than other ones.

Figure 12 demonstrates some samples of proposed LRA results on MSRC dataset, from
simple images with only one or two objects to complex images with four or five different
objects. Compared with images in COREL dataset, the objects are more varied in MSRC
dataset. Obviously, our technique shows effectiveness in images with multiple objects even
some of their appearances are similar, such as grass and tree, building and airplane.

Furthermore, in Fig. 13, we demonstrate some interesting observations of the performance
comparison between Bi-layer technique and FCLP technique. Figure 13 (a) is the image with
given image-level annotations of sky, building, tree and road. Since sky and road have very
similar SIFT features, Bi-Layer technique assigns the road annotation to the sky region.
Moreover, this error influences the further region segmentation and assignment as shown in
Fig. 13 (b). With the aid of fuzzy position and fuzzy spatial topological memberships shown in
Fig. 7, FCLP technique recognizes the sky region correctly in Fig. 13(c). Another example is

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) (f) 

Annotation 
sky 

building 

tree 

road

Annotation 
sky 

building 
tree 
road 
car

Fig. 13 Comparison of LRA results. a An image with annotations of sky, building, tree, road b Bi-layer result
c FCLP result d An image with annotations of sky, building, tree, car, and road. e Bi-layer result f FCLP result
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shown in Fig. 13 (d), which contains sky, road, tree and car. Bi-Layer technique assigns the road
annotation to the sky region again. More importantly, Bi-Layer technique is less effective for
handling the categories for foreground objects [13]. As shown in Fig. 13 (e), the car hasn’t been
segmented and recognized correctly because of the small size. FCLP also considers the sizes of
the objects, but as shown in Fig. 13 (f), the car is correctly assigned. The key is how to use
contextual cueing appropriately in image understanding. As mentioned in Section 2, five types
of spatial invariants, such as size and position, are thought to be important in contextual cueing,
so if only one or two spatial invariants are utilized, the image analysis result may over-
emphasize certain aspect of contextual cueing. Moreover, in this case, fuzzy theory successfully
demonstrates its effectiveness in modeling human’s understandings of the visual world.

5 Conclusion

Aims to the ultimate problem of image understanding, region level annotation is an
important task in multimedia content analysis which makes the commercial multimedia
search engine possible. This paper proposed a novel FCLP technique for LRA problem to
natural images. In our proposed technique, we integrate contextual cueing, which demon-
strates impressive performance when objects have similar visual appearances, can effectively
improve the semantic understanding of the images. Aiming to fill the semantic gap between
human judgment and computable features using mathematical model, fuzzy theory is utilized to
describe the contextual cueing knowledge. It demonstrates especially for imprecise position
information and ambiguous topological relationship. Moreover, FCLP inherits the merits of
label propagation methods, which reduce the training cost by taking advantage of the similarity
among the data with common labels. The experiments on two public datasets demonstrate that
the proposed technique has shown obvious performance improvement of LRA for the images
with multiple objects and complex background.

In future, we are planning to study from two aspects. (1) We will model the fuzzy based
contextual cueing in large scale dataset. (2) Currently, our proposed technique aims to assign
label to region with exact image-level annotations. But while web images provide a
tremendous data resource, the caveat for exploiting such data is the large amount of noise
in the image-level annotations attached by users. In future work, we will study how to extend
fuzzy based contextual cueing to address noisy annotations.
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